[Characteristics of P1 gene of potato virus Y in Heilongjiang].
Based on different potato virus Y isolates gene sequencing, we studied the diversity of potato virus Y strains, to provide information for molecular detection, prevention and control of the virus. P1 gene of 15 samples of potato virus Y of Heilongjiang Province was cloned and then the sequences of genes were analyzed by using phylogenetic tree. Samples were divided into two groups. According to a comparative analysis, 10 samples have highly conservative and homologous genes. They are the dominant population in the research area and have certain genetic distance to other domestic samples and foreign samples. In another group, 5 samples differ significantly with local dominant population in term of P1 gene. These 5 samples also have some differences and their P1 genes are close to those of other domestic samples and foreign samples. By comparing PVY strain data provided by uploaded sequences in GenBank, it found that P1 gene of test samples is similar with PVYNTN-NW strains. These 15 samples as well as other domestic samples are evolved from PVYN strains. The P1 gene analysis demonstrated that PVY is influenced by environment significantly and PVY of 10 samples in Heilongjiang develops local characteristics in the long-term evolution. The later 5 samples reflect that most PVY in China may be introduced by foreign cultivars. At the same time, PVY spreads through regional resource exchange and tuber transportation in China.